Differentiate your skills/company

Live by the Code™

Providing installations that take the printed code
language from page to practice requires a vast
amount of experience coupled with exceptional
training. Being a design professional brings with it
great responsibility; every project you work on protects
the health and safety of people who use the home,
workplace or school. Your training and skills put you
in front of that client — are you ready to increase
your knowledge in your chosen profession and take
the steps to differentiate yourself from the crowd?

The building codes and formal “rules” provide the
background for civilized living. The plumbing and
mechanical codes, and the men and women involved
in designing to and enforcing them, are dedicated
to protecting the public’s health and safety. These
professionals spend years learning and applying the codes
uniformly in our communities and constructing safe and
responsible homes, workplaces, and educational structures
for present and future generations. We can all share this
philosophy: We can accomplish greater things together
than we can individually.

•

Know more than the engineering – know the
technical aspects so you and your customers
make great choices

•

Professional recognition of working with other
industry professionals

•

Comprehensive knowledge of construction
codes and standards

•

Discounts on publications and seminars —
engineers should know what is in the code

IAPMO Contact information
Any of our friendly IAPMO Membership team members
would be happy to assist you at (800) 85-IAPMO
(42766), option 6.

Your IAPMO membership is a small but important
investment in your chosen profession. Joining IAPMO
helps you stay informed about the most current
codes, code changes and educational materials
available throughout the industry.

909-472-4100 • www.iapmo.org
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Great engineering
requires exacting
knowledge of the
codes

Engineering plumbing and mechanical systems is difficult

You know you need to develop your expertise beyond the

enough; the physics must match with the overall building

aesthetics to increase your value to your clients.

performance and the long-term conditions of building use,
environment, maintenance, and customer satisfaction. The

You need the codes to be understandable to you, the contractors,

systems you select must also meet the product standards for

and your customers. Knowing that Uniform Codes tightly define

performance and material content, as well as any building

how the systems work into the overall design demonstrates your

code requirements.

commitment to high standards.

Your customers’ safety is paramount — you require the

The Uniform Codes are developed out of practical experience

knowledge of all plumbing and mechanical systems,

and applied science gathered from multiple points of view.

standards and codes. Your customers are more savvy

The technical committees, subcommittees, and working groups

than ever, with access to an entire world of choices —

are filled with more than 250 expert volunteers dedicated to

you need the professional tools to assist them in making

producing the most comprehensive, discipline specific, turnkey

choices that meet the requirements of the plumbing and

documents possible. This consensus yields an American National

mechanical codes.

Standard that is enforceable rather than interpretative, while
remaining flexible to embrace new technology as it enters the built

You already have a career as a highly skilled engineer

environment. These prescriptive codes protect the public and the

and have reached that level of expertise in the industry

jurisdiction from incorrect field interpretations by setting standards

where you demand the job be done right.

that are understandable by all segments of the industry.
Wouldn’t it be great to have a team of industry experts at your
disposal to address your specific technical code question without
an associated fee? With IAPMO, you get access to a network
of members who are expert problem solvers. You and your team
get access to IAPMO’s technical staff through a free answer line
for code questions and online Answers and Analysis for common
questions and consensus interpretations to code sections.

Be Involved – Be Part of the Solution
Engineers and system designers have a voice and a vote in
the ANSI accredited consensus Uniform Code development
process – the entire industry is represented, ensuring that no
special interest can dictate content.
You can shape future code regulations by embracing the
opportunity to participate in the development of new editions.
You can help amend the codes by proposing modifications to
provisions and commenting on changes made by others.
Strong codes protect the professional engineer’s business from
unscrupulous installers — practical codes should not be just
more “red tape.”
Why Codes Matter to Engineers
Your projects are judged by more than your design; you
are also scrutinized every day by how good the installation
performs:
• Compete on a level playing field
• Maintain quality workmanship
• Maintain meaningful minimum standards
To progress further in your career, you probably know by
now that you need to pursue lifelong training and maybe
even certification in specialized areas due to the increasingly
complex and challenging work that must be done by the
modern engineer.
Benefits of IAPMO Membership
Provide recognized source for state licensing and renewal
required CEUs:
• Convenient — online, in classroom, or at chapter meetings
• Cost effective/economical
• Interesting/interactive
• Practical
• Current
• Accredited
Confidence in learning from the authors of the most
comprehensive plumbing and mechanical codes
Quarterly Official magazine subscription — exposure to the
most current construction products and services cannot be
underestimated. IAPMO periodicals are your inside track for the
latest code and safety standards and product information.

